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MORELS 

It seems my announcement that morels were coming up in early February was a little 

premature. I am pleased to announce, however, that these delicious – but infuriatingly 

well-camouflaged – mushrooms are now genuinely appearing across Southern England 

and into the Midlands.  

   
Morels like waste ground 

 

I’ve talked about them often enough in the past, so won’t go on at length about 

where to find them. Suffice to say they like alkaline conditions, but are also partial to 
scorched earth (bonfires can be a good place). Probably the most common reports come 
in from bark-mulched flower borders. Here is a seven year-old posting from a social 

media site. It was written by Andreas, a German fungiphile, so I have slightly edited it 
to correct some minor grammatical errors, but it contains some interesting points.  

 

Morels "feed" on nutrients that trees release into the soil as kind of waste product. These 
glycogens are taken up by the morels, but not by direct mycorrhizal action (where the 
mycelia are wrapped around the trees roots pumping nutrients and water back and forth). 
Instead they absorb these chemicals from the soil itself. Thus while morels are often found 
in close association with trees, different trees release different glycogens. Thus Morchella 
esculenta usually grows near ash or fruit trees while M. conica usually occur with conifers.  

But because the mushrooms are not in a symbiotic relationship with the trees, they can 
often be found in bark mulch. This is usually from softwoods, thus M. conica is most 
common, although M. Esculenta may occur on mixed barks. 
 
Unfortunately mulches tend not to fruit season after season. This is because while they are 
usually initially rich in glycogens and thus fruit heavily, after a year or two the bark will 



have decomposed and be exhausted. In contrast woodland morels tend to come up 
consistently year after year, although in smaller numbers.  

That said, many woods also contain bark mulches where foresters have debarked trunks or 
chipped waste wood. And similarly their liking for the scorched soils of bon- or forest fires 
may be because the flames have released large quantities of glycogens from the timber.  

Interestingly mycologists suggest that the early, asexual, stages of the fungi’s hyphae 
(anamorphs) are almost universally present in conifer bark and when conditions improve (ie 
glycogen levels rise sharply) these can develop to produce the fruiting bodies 
(teleomorphs).  

 

 
I am indebted to readers Baz Hope and David Cowgil for the above 

 
Finally, just to remind you, I have plenty of spaces on my forays this summer and 

autumn. Beaches may not be rich hunting grounds for fungi, but there is plenty of fun to 
be had foraging for crabs, shellfish and samphire and my Pembrokeshire holiday let still 
has plenty of prime slots available (puffins are a big draw from May to July). Oh, and 

newsletter subscribers get a 10% ‘mates’ discount – see www.glebeholidays.co.uk. But 
just in case this seems to be drifting too far away from mushrooms, the National Botanic 
Gardens of Wales (near Carmarthen) have an exhibition devoted to Beatrix Potter – who 

was an excellent amateur mycologist.   
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